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2018 年 9 月托福写作机经预测 

启德考培预测团 

往月考题 

 8月 25日  [Education] 

If you need to take a course, which professor’s course would like to take? 

A professor who was voted the most popular  

A professor who has just won an award for an understanding research 

 8月 26日 [Education] 

In order to get better performance，such as getting better grades at school or 

getting a promotion or a higher payment, you prefer to which？  

1）doing additional exercise or extra assignment beyond is required   

2）participating more actively and sharing your own ideas in a group 

discussion 

 

9 月考题预测 （加亮题目为本月重点预测题） 

 Education  

1. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The young people 

today are facing more personal and work-related challenges than their parents 

did fifty years ago. 

2. Which of the following should the parents do to rectify the behavior of 

their children？ 1. limit the type of TV or films 2. spend more time 3. monitor 

and supervise children's activities with their friends   
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3. Parents should encourage their children to do their school work 

independently rather than help them with their school work.  

4. Parents give their children weekly money to buy whatever they want. 

Some people think this can cause bad habits and ideas about money in 

children. Others think the opposite. What’s your opinion? 

5. Some people believe going on field trips is better for children’s education 

(eg. go to museum), while others think it is better for children to study in the 

classroom at school, which one do you prefer and explain why.  

6. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

Younger school children should be required to study art and music in addition 

to study math, language, science, and history.  

7.  Which one of the following values is the most important to share with a 

young child aged 5 to 10?  

1) Being helpful to others   

2) Being honest 

3) Being well-organized    

8. Teachers should be paid at least as much as doctors, lawyers or business 

leaders are paid.  

9. Parents learn more from their children than their children do from them 

nowadays. 

10. When parents cannot afford time to accompany with their children, they 

could choose to send their children to child-care center where many children 
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are cared together; or they could send their children to an individual 

caregiver. 

11. Students do not respect their teachers as much as they did in the past.  

12. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? In modern times, 

grandparents cannot give their grandchildren useful advice because the world 

of today and the world of 50 years ago are too different. 

13. You are helping to select a leader for a student organization or a group. Do 

you think a person's honesty is the most important characteristic for being a 

leader? 

14. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: It is much easier 

for parents to raise children now than fifty years ago. 

15. A lot of high school students now cheat in homework assignments, by 

asking other students for answers. Which of the following do you think is the 

most efficient way to stop?  

-asking parents to help stop the students from cheating 

-penalty or punishment to the students               

-asking teachers to create homework assignment that cannot be easily 

cheated.  

 

 Work & Success 

1. In order to succeed, it is better to be like others rather than different 

from everybody else.   
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2. Should company use public recognition to reward hard working, not to 

use money.  

3. The best leader should spend more time listening to other people’s 

ideas than taking his/her own ideas.  

4. One quality that a successful leader must have is to make decision 

quickly; when a leader takes too much time to make decisions, he will 

be seen as ineffective to the people he lead.     

5. It is better for colleagues or classmates to communicate in person than 

through emails in order to do a project. 

6. It is better to finish a project completely and then do another project 

than do two or more projects at the same time.  

7. People who develop different skills are more successful than people 

who develop one skill only. 

8. Young people should try several different jobs before taking a long term 

career. 

9. For success in school and work, the ability to adapt or adjust to a 

changing condition or circumstance is more important than having 

excellent knowledge of a job or in a field of study". Use specific reasons 

and details to support your answer.  

 

 Lifestyle  

1. Some people think that we should keep away from others to improve our 
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relationship, because being away from people reminds us of how 

important they are. Others think we should always stay with others to 

have good relationship because we can communicate with them more 

often. Which do you prefer? 

2. When you want to make a major purchase, which will influence your 

decision most. Recommendations from friends; ads from TVs; words 

from salesperson. 

3. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Only movies that 

can teach us something about real life is worth watching.  

4. If one of your friends has the opportunity to study in either one of two 

majors, which one of the following majors you will recommend: 

 1. A major that would allow your friend to complete studies and get a 

degree faster (so that he or she can get a full time job sooner) 

 2. A major that would require longer time to study, but can make it more 

likely to get better job offers in the future.  

5. Your friend is going to reduce the living expenses. Which of the following 

way would you recommend to your friend and why?  

1. Find a roommate that can share the living expenses. 

2. Buy the new technology products less frequently. 

3. Shop for less expensive food to cook at home. 
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6. The more money a person has, the more he or she should give away to the 

charities.  

6.  Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: We can know more 

about a person from the types of friends he/she has. 

7. If you and someone have been friends for a long time, you continue your 

friendship even if she does something you don’t like.    

8. Some people like to buy and eat their meals at restaurants frequently, while 

others like to do this at home. Which do you prefer?  

9. It is better to make friends who are intelligent than with a good sense of 

humor.  

10. People should state their honest opinions even though they know others 

will disagree with their views. (13.03.02NA, values) 

11. Agree or disagree: it is often not a good idea to move to a new city or a new 

country because you will lose touch with old friends. 

 

 Government & Society  

1. The government should offer internet access to all of citizens at no cost.  

2. Which one do you think is the most useful to improve our environment? 

Walking or bicycling to reduce driving , only consume organic food 

(reduce pesticide), or reuse wastes. 
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3. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: To achieve 

successful development of a country, a government should focus its 

budgets more on young children’s education rather than on universities. 

4. In times of economic crisis, local governments often reduce the money 

they spend in some areas. In your opinion, if a local government is facing 

economic problems, which of the following areas should it spend less 

money on?   

1) Art 

2) Scientific research 

3) Parks and public gardens 

5. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The most effective 

way for government to encourage energy conservation is increasing the 

price of gasoline and electricity.  

6. What one of the following is the most important action for the 

government to take for the protection of natural environment?  

(1) fund research on new energy sources such as solar and wind power; 

(2) preserve natural places such as forests and natural wildlife species. 

(3) pass and enforce laws to reduce the pollution produced by companies 

and industries 
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7. It is more important for the government to spend money on art museum 

and concert halls than on recreational facilities such as swimming pools 

and playgrounds.  

8. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

In the past people ate food that was better for their health than they do today.  

9. People will spend less time cooking and preparing food in twenty years 

than they do today. 

10.  Out of the following three things, which one would you prefer to regulate 

in order to improve your health? The kind of food you eat；The amount of 

exercise；The amount of stress in your life.   

11. In times of economic crisis, local governments often reduce the money 

they spend in some areas. In your opinion, if a local government is facing 

economic problems, which of the following areas should it spend less 

money on? (14.01.18, government) 

--Libraries 

--Public transportation 

--Police 

 

 

Media & Technology 
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1. Agree or disagree: people nowadays spend much more time than they 

should using text messages and new technologies such as social media to 

communicate with each other.  

2. It is more important to read and watch news presented by people 

whose opinion is different from your own view than by people whose opinion 

are similar to yours. 

3. If you need to discuss upsetting or controversial problems with others, 

will you use e-mail/text messaging or use telephone/voice-messaging?  

 


